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NEWSLETTER VOL. IV  
THE BEGINNING 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

Before I pen down my thoughts and share with you on my company updates & activities, I would like to 

do a LFI – Learning From Incident, with you. I attended 2 funerals of my ex-colleagues recently. It is rather 

sad as I personally knew them both and they were both part of my team in my past administration. One in 

Port Dickson and the other in Klang. On Port Dickson, the feedback I got was due to work stress that had 

shorten his life while the latter was due to alcohol consumption resulting in a road accident that took the 

life of his wife too. I encourage everyone to always do their best to plan their day well in order to reduce 

stress level and learn the technical requirement on job spec so you can perform flawlessly. As for alcohol, 

please give it up!!! Never drive or ride when you consume alcohol. And would you know your employer 

isn’t the corporative type or the self-centered type, please resign and move on. It ain’t gonna kill’ya even if 

you are to take lesser than your current salary. Same goes to alcohol. You either drink it moderately or don’t 

do it at all. BE SAFE……..ALWAYS !!!!! Don’t be selfish because you have friends and love ones by 

you. 

 

For this Volume IV, I titled it THE BEGINNING, but why is it so? Well, even though we may be well onto 

our first anniversary this June, it does not mean we are out of the gutters just yet. In terms of stress test, 

much needs to be tested and we are so ready for the upcoming new financial year July ’16. Thus, we are in 

the midst of growth maintenance preparation – organic farming where we target 5% and new hunt at 20%. 

Operation EFM to continue where we get to work on our financial strategy at this juncture. One of the key 

focus now is billing and how do we manage quick returns in PODs in order for us to invoice ASAP and 

accurately. MS is currently being enhanced to make this potent. This action item will spur organic growth 

as we help our clientele to be quick in their billings to their customers too.  

 

As for the hunt, we should conclude our said export volume at 3500 m3/ mth on FAKs & 30 TEUs/ mth on 

FCLs overall in – International & East Malaysia by end June ‘16. We will commence Operation Blossom 

where we start to change our target audience focusing more toward Direct Retail whilst maintaining 

Wholesale giving them our full support. Our No Back Solicitation Policy is strictly monitored and it is 

zero tolerance on staff/s or manager who tries to be funny in this area. Under Operation Blossom, we are 

poised to accomplish a ratio of 70:30 composition in Direct Retail vs Wholesale by end Jun ‘16.  

 

We will be launching a new service feature soon to East Malaysia LCL service where we will take all the 

heavy and odd size & shape cargos to only Kuching & Kota Kinabalu. I will keep everyone closely posted 

on this new product launch on its terms & conditions. This teaser is meant to companies who can’t afford 

quality services or simply, cheapskates. Ok fine, I am sorry if I have offended anyone but on the contrary, 

I am indeed opening up a new market segment to those who actually do not mind Chinatown quality service 

feature. No service deliverable, damages, etc will be part of this feature. And there are plenty of these 

companies around…….chuckle!!! So see you soon during this product launch in June ’16.  
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New Service Feature  
 

LCL service to East Malaysia 

Under Operation Black Widow, though it ended back in Jan’ 16, we still have remnants of its potency and 

final few Key Target Accounts which was worked on is now loading their goods with us. This has resulted 

in us being able to open FAKs to Labuan & Muara direct.   

 

On top of current 3 times a week sailing to LBU via BKI, we will add on one more direct sailing to LBU 

starting 3rd of May, ’16.  

 

As for MUA, it will be direct weekly FAK starting 1st week of May ‘16. 

 

ISO Tank Road Transportation 

And today, an idea of having ISO Tank capability and able to serve MNC customers competing with 

bigwigs has come to reality. Our maiden delivery is scheduled at 4th of May, ’16. She is poised to make a 

730 km journey carrying 25,000 liters of food grade liquid. We ensured all necessary precaution is taken, 

i.e., JMP, Vehicle Mgmt, Driver Mgmt, STL, ROTA A, HSSE Mgmt, RHM, HIRAC, inductions at all 

levels from planner to driver to vendor to client premise to surveyor, washing area build, BOMBA 

certification, etc. We have been in preparation for this project since last Sept.  

 

We have purchased 2 ISO Tanks for food grade and 1 ISO Tank for solvent. In the pipeline, we have another 

3 more tanks to purchase. Target by this year end is 10 ISO Tanks in total.  

 

We are scheduled to be delivering an approximately 15 of trips monthly.  

 

On marketing strategy, we will be investing in marketing advertisement meant to capture South Region 

market and you will soon be seeing DCL ad along the North-South Highway. Be on the lookout!!!! 

😆😊☺😁  

 

Trading 
 

Coffee & Tea 

This is an addition to our Coolant business! 

 

Our target audience will be entirely to East Malaysians! Currently, we are in market sensing stage and we 

will launch our product into the market in mid-May ’16. More information will be shared duly as we gear 

toward go-live date. This is truly an exciting time for DCL!!! Praise God!! Within the next 12 months, we 

will be setting up a boutique shop in Kuching & Kota Kinabalu where clientele and tourist can savior the 

taste of our fine local Penang coffee and tea originating from Uva Heights from Sri Lanka to understanding 

its origin and how these blends arrives to such exquisite taste. Indeed, this journey is going to be very 

exciting. 
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New Company 
Proudly, I’d like to announce that we have registered a new company in Sg known as DCL Integrated 

Singapore. This company will play a crucial role in ERP as well as expanding our presence in services to 

this market. 

 

 

Life as it is – THE BEGINNING 

 

Now, often than not, as I stepped into the business realm since 2002, I asked myself what does it take to be 

good at business. Noted we need to be resilient in our effort, unwavering self-belief & fearless as we face 

goliath competitors, but at the same time, I need to be clear of what business is first. And today, having this 

opportunity together with my partners be business owners, it is nothing more but an idea! Like how Bono 

described America as an idea back in 2004. Not only a country per se but also an idea. An idea where a 

place is personified par excellence that comes with responsibility over the power they yield. It’s an idea 

that brings with it equality, but even though equality across the spectrum, is indeed the hardest to achieve. 

And to me business is indeed an idea. An idea where I wanted to build something sustainable for my team 

& customer. An idea where I get to exemplify my unique blend of confidence, vision & a sense of caring 

to my team members and customers. An idea where I can achieve big even though I am small at this juncture. 

Idea💡– always THE BEGINNING which produces hope thereafter followed by faith and the love & 

passion to make it come true and sustainable with CI attitude!! A route full of tribulations and a route we 

will have to strife as a team who makes DCL, DCL. And this these journey where an idea starts, leaders 

will be produced! Maturity and passion are cultivated! And a sense of achievement in our blessed lifetime 

– an IDEA, it started! A JOURNEY, we will inherit wealth in experience. And in EXPERIENCE, we will 

live life purposefully! 

 

In God, DCL trust! 🙏 

 

Yours sincerely, 

BL Cheah 

 

                     


